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This informative guide to marketing offers you a wealth of ideas for survivingand thrivingin the tough competition of health care today. You'll learn about marketing approaches through a wide
range of programsmarket segmentation, product line marketing, marketing physician services, using PR, advertising, building patient loyalty, the hospital product mix, outcome marketing, &
more. With Health Care Marketing Management on hand, you'll have a guide to the most successful up-to-date strategies & techniques. You'll be able to sort through the confusion
surrounding health care marketingand select the right methods for your organization.
Marketing is a field of rapid change and global impact. Marketers need to constantly consider the fast changing environment around them and seek for new ways to manage customer
relationships profitably. As competition is intensifying the tools and skills that are required in order to survive and prosper are becoming more complex and multifaceted. New technologies
enable marketers to capitalize on market opportunities in distinctive ways towards creating customer value and remain competitive by accumulating business value.Innovative strategic
marketing requires skillful and inventive marketing management that is based on knowledge and intuitiveness. The utter aim of strategic marketing is to create customer equity, at a profit.
Businesses need to analyse their external and internal environments in order to develop the processes that will firstly enable them understand the expectations of their target markets and
secondly satisfy those expectations by developing, promoting, and distributing the right products to the right markets.Businesses need to evolve to make sure they remain competitive by
facilitating customer needs. Digital transformation enables the evolution of business models by deploying digital strategies and plans towards delivering customer and business value. The
deployment of digital transformation will optimize business processes towards maximizing customer satisfaction and guiding the business to long term growth.Businesses need to establish
ongoing relationships with their stakeholders aiming at satisfying their expectations at every point of contact. Content marketing strategy facilitates the development of the business processes
required for engaging with stakeholders towards evolving business' brand(s) and successfully managing interactive communications with them. Since people today are constantly bombarded
with information, businesses need to refine their marketing communications towards maximizing their potential impact. This can only be achieved by sharing content that people can relate to
and find relevant to their needs. By closely monitoring target audiences' content consumption, businesses can evaluate peoples' behaviors and formulate content marketing plans that will
maximize peoples' engagement. Engaging people will facilitate understanding of their needs, which as a result will enable marketers to optimize their content marketing strategies to facilitate
their satisfaction at every stage of the buying process. The challenge for marketers is to successfully satisfy stakeholders' needs while managing the attainment of business objectives. This
dualism can only be attained by closely managing content marketing processes towards optimizing content quality to deliver suitable, targeted, and purposeful content through the appropriate
communication channels. Digital marketing communications have revolutionized the nature of marketing, shifting the control of brands' communications to the hands of the customers.
Businesses focus is shifting towards understanding customer sentiment and developing relationships with customers to facilitate positive brand experiences. Marketers need to optimize
marketing communications to facilitate customer engagement, aiming at maximizing customer equity. Businesses need to thoroughly plan their digital marketing communications so as to
optimize their impact on business processes. For maximizing the positive impact of digital marketing communications on the business processes, businesses need to advance their
understanding on the media landscape as it is evolving through the introduction of new digital marketing communication channels and appreciate the new role of customers in this model
towards engaging into participative marketing processes. People today value innovation, and react positively to the thought of their favorite brands embracing mobile as well. Marketers need
to mobilize their offerings to be present where customers are...
This comprehensive collection of 38 cases selected from Ivey Publishing helps students understand the complex issues that marketing professionals deal with on a regular basis. The cases
were chosen to help students apply conceptual, strategic thinking to issues in marketing management, as well as provide them with more practical operational ideas and methods. Cases were
chosen from around the world, from small and large corporations, and include household names such as Twitter, Best Buy, Ruth's Chris, and Kraft Foods. The majority of the cases are very
recent (from 2009 or later). Each chapter begins with an introductory review of the topic area prior to the set of cases, and questions are included after each case to help students to think
critically about the material. Cases in Marketing Management is edited by Kenneth E. Clow and Donald Baack, and follows the structure and goals of their textbook Marketing Management: A
Customer-Oriented Approach. It can also be used as a stand-alone text, or as a supplement to any other marketing management textbook, for instructors who want to more clearly connect
theory and practice to actual cases.
The fields of marketing and communication have become increasingly important for modern public administrations in recent years but the focus on these subjects has been geared mainly
towards the generation of outputs, leaving somewhat behind the analysis and deeper reflections on the impact they make and their limitations. This book provides a thorough overview of the
major concepts in marketing and communication which is done by utilizing an exclusive and decisive public-sector approach, with an unambiguous international outlook. The possibilities and
limits of the application of marketing and communication, from strategic aspects to the more concrete questions of instruments and implementation, are discussed and if the realities of the
public sector are the key to any understanding of marketing and communication, the international scene is the only possible ground to do this in. Aided by a multitude of pedagogical features,
Marketing Management and Communications in the Public Sector is a key read for all students, practitioners and scholars working or studying in this field.
Elsevier/Butterworth-Heinemann’s 2005-2006 CIM Coursebook series offers you the complete package for exam success. Comprising fully updated Coursebook texts that are revised
annually, and free online access to the MarketingOnline learning interface, it offers everything you need to study for your CIM qualification. Carefully structured to link directly to the CIM
syllabus, this Coursebook is user-friendly, interactive and relevant, ensuring it is the definitive companion to this year’s CIM marketing course. Each Coursebook is accompanied by access to
MARKETINGONLINE (www.marketingonline.co.uk), a unique online learning resource designed specifically for CIM students, where you can: Annotate, customise and create personally
tailored notes using the electronic version of the Coursebook Receive regular tutorials on key topics from Marketing Knowledge Search the Coursebook online for easy access to definitions
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and key concepts Access the glossary for a comprehensive list of marketing terms and their meanings
This book reviews, updates and enhances the basic concepts surrounding the academic theory and practice of Integrated Marketing Communication (IMC). Since the introduction of IMC in the
late 1980s, the concept has spread around the world. In that expansion, many authors have written about IMC; practitioners have adopted and adapted the concept to fit their own market
situations. Further, dramatic changes have occurred in the technologies used in marketing communications which consumers have accepted and employed in their consumption of marketers'
messages and incentives. Thus, there have been dramatic changes in how IMC was initially envisioned and how it has developed over time. This book identifies and discusses these changes,
how they have occurred and what they mean going forward for all types of marketers around the world. Thus, IMC, and indeed integration of communications at all organisational levels is an
essential in the 21st century organisations. This book was published as a special issue of the Journal of Marketing Communications.
Designed specifically with revision in mind, the CIM Revision Cards provide concise, yet fundamental information to assist students in passing the CIM exams as easily as possible. A clear,
carefully structured layout aids the learning process and ensures the key points are covered in a succinct and accessible manner. The compact, spiral bound format enables the cards to be
carried around easily, the content therefore always being on hand, making them invaluable resources no matter where you are. Features such as diagrams and bulleted lists are used
throughout to ensure the key points are displayed as clearly and concisely as possible. Each section begins with a list of learning outcomes and ends with hints and tips, thereby ensuring the
content is broken down into manageable concepts and can be easily addressed and memorised.
Health Service Marketing Management in Africa (978-0-429-40085-8, K402492) Shelving Guide: Business & Management / Marketing Management The application of marketing to healthcare
is a fascinating field that will likely have more impact on society than any other field of marketing. It’s been theorized that an intrinsically unstable environment characterizes this very relevant
emerging field, hence raising new questions. Changing regulations, discoveries, and new health treatments continuously appear and give rise to such questions. Advancements in technology
not only improve healthcare delivery systems but also provide avenues for customers to seek information regarding their health conditions and influence their participatory behaviors or
changing roles in the service delivery. Increasingly, there is a shift from a doctor-led approach to a more patient-centered approach. In Africa, the importance of marketing-driven practices in
improving the delivery of healthcare services cannot be overemphasized. The issue of healthcare delivery and management is significant for policymakers, private sector players, and
consumers of health-related services in developing economy contexts. Scholars have strongly argued in favor of marketing and value creation in healthcare service delivery in Africa. Each
country in Africa has its own issues. For example, long waiting times, unavailable medications, and unfriendly staff are just a sampling of issues affecting the acceptability of healthcare
services. These examples highlight the need to utilize marketing and value creation tools in the delivery of healthcare services. Furthermore, there is a need for the integration of service
marketing and management principles to enhance the delivery of quality healthcare across Africa and other developing economies which is the critical focus of this book. This book responds
to calls for quality healthcare service management practices or processes from developing economy perspectives. Focusing primarily on African and other developing economy contexts, this
book covers seven thematic areas: strategy in healthcare; marketing imperatives in healthcare management; product and pricing management in healthcare; distribution and marketing
communications in healthcare; managing people in healthcare; physical evidence and service quality management in healthcare; and process management in healthcare.
Marketing Management is a curriculum-driven text. It is designed to cater to the knowledge-and examination needs of B.Com. students of Semester VI of the University of Delhi. KEY
FEATURES • Provides exhaustive coverage of all topics in the syllabus • Makes productive use of study aids such as Flow Charts, Tables, Boxes, Illustrations and Snapshots to reinforce
learning and help students acquire greater conceptual clarity • Incorporates Review Questions, University Examination Questions and Projects
Elsevier/Butterworth-Heinemann's 2006-2007 Official CIM Coursebook series offers you the complete package for exam success. Comprising fully updated Coursebook texts that are revised
annually and independently reviewed. The only coursebooks recomended by CIM include free online access to the MarketingOnline learning interface offering everything you need to study for
your CIM qualification. Carefully structured to link directly to the CIM syllabus, this Coursebook is user-friendly, interactive and relevant. Each Coursebook is accompanied by access to
MARKETINGONLINE (www.marketingonline.co.uk), a unique online learning resource designed specifically for CIM students, where you can: *Annotate, customise and create personally
tailored notes using the electronic version of the Coursebook *Search the Coursebook online for easy access to definitions and key concepts *Access the glossary for a comprehensive list of
marketing terms and their meanings * Written specially for the Marketing Management in Practice module by leading experts in the field * The only coursebook fully endorsed by CIM *
Contains past examination papers and examiners' reports to enable you to practise what has been learned and help prepare for the exam
Why are proven advertising principles that work well in consumer marketing so difficult to apply to business-to-business marketing? Because advertisers do not understand what makes
decison makers in organizations buy. This book provides the answers to business-to-business buying behavior and shows how to position your products and services for maximum sales. The
authors set advertising within the broader contexts of marketing and corporate strategy and lead decision makers through the development of effective business-to-business advertising
programs. Pre-Campaign Decisions Part One explains how to analyze business-to-business markets, identify potentially profitable segments, and position products and services to satisfy the
diverse needs of customers. By tying advertising objectives to marketing and corporate goals, the book shows how to set a campaign budget that links advertising to increased sales.
Campaign Decisions Part Two argues that the need to be creative in generating and implementing campaign ideas is as strong in the business-to-business sector as in consumer advertising.
A chapter on media planning helps you evaluate and select the media mix that will best communicate your messages to key buyers in organizations. Post-Campaign Decisions Does increased
advertising always lead to increased sales? Part Three shows you how to measure the effects of the three components of a campaign--money, media, and message. The final chapter explains
how you can boost productivity by improving communications between marketing management and advertising specialists. A comprehensive selection of readings on current issues by top
advertising professionals makes this book a complete, hands-on tool for all business-to-business marketers.
BH CIM Coursebooks are crammed with a range of learning objective questions, activities, definitions and summaries to support and test your understanding of the theory. The 07/08 editions
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contains new case studies which help keep the student up to date with changes in Marketing strategies. Carefully structured to link directly to the CIM syllabus, this Coursebook is userfriendly, interactive and relevant. Each Coursebook is accompanied by access to MARKETINGONLINE (www.marketingonline.co.uk), a unique online learning resource designed specifically
for CIM students which can be accessed at any time. *Written specially for the Marketing Management in Practice module by the Senior Examiner * The only coursebook fully endorsed by CIM
* Contains past examination papers and examiners' reports to enable you to practise what has been learned and help prepare for the exam
Written in simple and conversational language.Main points are given in Bold Letters or in Boxes. Themes are easily understandable, even to a lay-man.A good number of case studies are
included and each chapter has been discussed in detail & discussed throughly.
Each coursebook includes access to MARKETINGONLINE, where you can: * Annotate, customise and create personally tailored notes using the electronic version of the coursebook *
Receive regular tutorials on key topics * Search the coursebook online for easy access to definitions and key concepts
'Global Marketing Management' provides comprehensive coverage of the issues which define marketing in the world today, equipping students with some of the most current knowledge and
practical skills to help them make key management decisions in the dynamic and challenging global trade environment.
Sponsorship of sports, arts or events can be a powerful form of marketing communication for businesses and organizations. This book introduces the fundamentals of sponsorship-linked
marketing, helping the reader to understand how sponsorship can be planned, executed and measured. Drawing on original research, and exploring key theory, best practice and cutting-edge
issues, this is also the only book to fully explain how the sponsor can implement successful sponsorship campaigns and achieve their communication objectives. The book covers every
important conceptual and functional area of sponsorship in marketing communications, including: audiences, strategies and objectives leveraging and activation building sponsorship portfolios
measurement and evaluation ambush marketing managing relationships internal audiences public policy and legal issues Every chapter includes case studies, examples and data from real
organizations, business, campaigns and events, vividly illustrating the link between fundamental principles and effective practice. No other book provides such a comprehensive, evidencebased introduction to sponsorship, demonstrating how organizations can connect brands to real life. This is essential reading for all students and practitioners working in sport marketing, sport
business, events marketing, arts administration, business communication or marketing management.
Providing a fresh and innovative framework for the management of marketing communication processes, this textbook uses references to communication studies, cultural studies and critical
management studies to shift the focus from message-making to relationship-building. Providing a contemporary examination of marketing as a social process, author Varey focuses on a
planned, integrated marketing communication programme. He combines a managerial perspective with current communication and marketing theory, to develop a contemporary set of
principles, incorporating such recent developments as e-communication and new media. It investigates the issues of: organizing and locating marketing in a business corporation management
responsibility for planning and decision making the role of the marketing communication manager in contemporary society. With a good balance of theory and practice and UK and European
case studies, this noteworthy book covers a range of issues of significance to both the public and private sectors, and large, medium and small businesses.
This text challenges the orthodox view of marketing communication. Using references to communication studies, cultural studies, and critical management studies, the focus of managing
marketing communication is shifted from message-making to relationship-building. This textbook provides a contemporary examination of marketing as a social process. The scope of
communication theory is broadened and a two-way conception of communication is introduced. The existing model of marketing communication is replaced with a new and exciting concept,
that integrates the relational and social emphases of the twenty-first century. "Marketing Communication" investigates the problems of organizing and locating marketing in a business
corporation, management responsibility for planning and decision making, and the role of the marketing communication manager in contemporary society.
Explains the principles and practice of implementing an effective marketing strategy using a variety of channels and techniques.
The first of this two-volume work brings to the fore marketing communication theories and concepts that are prominent in emerging economy contexts, and highlights the opportunities and
challenges within these markets. Offering a distinctive meaning and importance to both the practice and the theory of marketing communications in emerging economies, this collection
introduces the foundational issues of marketing communications as well as the broader marketing communication environment and how they impact on communication strategy development
and implementation. With contributors from diverse disciplines, the book establishes the importance of linking customer value creation, national culture and the management process with the
marketing communications strategy. It highlights the critical role of research, the changing trends in marketing communication in the digital age and the communication opportunities for small
and large brands. This book is a useful tool for orporate executives, educators, students, policymakers and businesses on marketing communication in emerging markets.
Offers forty cases focusing on contemporary problems and realistic situations to help students apply what they have learned in previous advertising courses.

BH CIM Coursebooks are crammed with a range of learning objective questions, activities, definitions and summaries to support and test your understanding of the theory. The
07/08 editions contains new case studies which help keep the student up to date with changes in Marketing strategies. Carefully structured to link directly to the CIM syllabus, this
Coursebook is user-friendly, interactive and relevant. Each Coursebook is accompanied by access to MARKETINGONLINE (www.marketingonline.co.uk), a unique online
learning resource designed specifically for CIM students which can be accessed at any time.
Essentials of Strategic Marketing Management, The Process of Strategic Marketing Management, Analysing Buyer Behaviour, Strategic Marketing Factors for Growth, Strategic
Marketing Planning, Situation Analysis, Market Segmentation and Product Positioning, Strategic Product Pricing, The Distribution Strategy, Product Life Cycle Management
Strategies, New Product Strategies, Competition-Winning Strategies, Advertising and Sales Promotion Strategies, Salesforce Management Strategies, Strategies Brand
Management, Creation of Competitive Advantages, Strategic Services Management, Customer Relationship Strategies
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This textbook covers all the aspects of B2B marketing any marketer needs, be they student or professional. It's the only textbook to do so from a global standpoint, giving them
the best possible perspective on a market that is often (and more frequently) conducted within a global environment. This new edition has been completely rewritten, and features
expanded sections on globalisation and purchasing, plus brand new sections on social media marketing and sustainability.
Designed specifically with revision in mind, the CIM Revision Cards provide concise, yet fundamental information to assist students in passing the CIM exams as easily as
possible. A clear, carefully structured layout aids the learning process and ensures the key points are covered in a succinct and accessible manner. The compact, spiral bound
format enables the cards to be carried around easily, the content therefore always being on hand, making them invaluable resources no matter where you are. Features such as
diagrams and bulleted lists are used throughout to ensure the key points are displayed as clearly and concisely as possible. Each section begins with a list of learning outcomes
and ends with hints and tips, thereby ensuring the content is broken down into manageable concepts and can be easily addressed and memorised
???7?20?,????????,????????????????????,?????????????????????????????????,??????????????????????
Praise for the first edition: ‘An excellent text for exploring marketing communications in the 21st century.’ - Ann Torres, Lecturer in Marketing, National University of Ireland,
Galway ‘First rate and comprehensive. This book has got it just right: a rich blend of academic underpinning and practical examples in a very readable style.’ - Martin Evans,
Senior Teaching in Marketing, Cardiff Business School, University of Cardiff This book introduces the core components and concepts of marketing communications for those
studying at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels. It covers essential topics such as advertising, direct marketing, corporate communications, public relations, product
placement, sales promotion, social media, sponsorship and many more. The author provides a set of managerial frameworks that include analysis, planning and implementation
to help prepare those who go on to strategically create and effectively manage marketing communications campaigns. Every chapter includes Snapshots that help you to apply
theory to engaging real-world examples. These include: BMW, Harrods, Levi’s, Lynx, Tesco, Tencent, United Colors of Benetton and Wonga. Additionally, Stop Points
encourage you to pause and critically reflect upon the topic for deeper learning and higher grades. The Assignment boxes invite you to test your knowledge in the form of a task
based on what you have just read to also help push yourself further. The Companion Website includes longer case studies, video feeds and other useful web links, a larger
glossary of key terms, and links to SAGE journal articles. Password-protected resources are also available to lecturers, including: PowerPoint slides, a tutor manual, activities for
the classroom and indicative responses to the assignments and discussion questions provided in each chapter.
Integrated Business Communication applies communication concepts and issues from various fields such as marketing, public relations, management, and organizational
communication and packages them into a dynamic new approach – Integrated Communication. It is designed to give business students a basic knowledge and broad overview of
communication practices in the workplace. Ultimately, the book should be seen as a practical guide to help students understand that communication is key to decision making
and fundamental to success in a global marketplace. This book uses an interdisciplinary approach to its discussion of integrated communication by incorporating theory,
application, and case studies to demonstrate various concepts. Theory will be introduced when necessary to the understanding of the practical application of the various
concepts. This co-authored book will be broad enough in scope and method to be used as a core text in business communication. Case studies will be an integral part of the
material. The book focuses on the practical application of theory and concepts Presents case studies from many sectors to illustrate concepts The book will have an
interdisciplinary approach utilizing examples from communications, mass communications, marketing, public relations, management, and intercultural and organizational
communication being used in many countries throughout the world There will be a strong pedagogical structure within the text with a website providing additional materials for
students and lecturers Contributions from Katherine Van Wormer, Theresa Thao Pham, Charles Lankester, Elizabeth Dougall, Jean Watin-Augouard, Kristi LeBlanc, Geof Cox
Marketing Practices for future managers This textbook provides the nitty-gritty of marketing which is essential to students, corporate, academic fraternity, and knowledge seekers.
It is essential that one has to apply these concepts in any industry. Marketing is omnipresent and one has to understand the significance of it in the contemporary world. Contents
have been presented which is deemed-fit to contemporary marketing. Keeping this thing in mind, the following lists trigger the reader to get onto changing marketing scenarios
and the future scope of marketing. As technological drift seen in our daily lives, there is a huge change in the marketing landscape. This book connects from basics and provides
a path to learn new marketing aspects in technology invaded world. In this line, the list provides you to look into the futuristic view of the marketing arena. 1.Agile decision making
2.Global Supply Chain Management 3.Industry 4.0 4.BlockChain technology 5.Digital transformation 6.Digital marketing strategies 7.Social media influencers 8.Online behavior
patterns among consumers
Elsevier/Butterworth-Heinemann’s 2006-2007 Official CIM Coursebook series offers you the complete package for exam success. Comprising fully updated Coursebook texts
that are revised annually and independently reviewed. The only coursebooks recomended by CIM include free online access to the MarketingOnline learning interface offering
everything you need to study for your CIM qualification. Carefully structured to link directly to the CIM syllabus, this Coursebook is user-friendly, interactive and relevant. Each
Coursebook is accompanied by access to MARKETINGONLINE (www.marketingonline.co.uk), a unique online learning resource designed specifically for CIM students, where
you can: *Annotate, customise and create personally tailored notes using the electronic version of the Coursebook *Search the Coursebook online for easy access to definitions
and key concepts *Access the glossary for a comprehensive list of marketing terms and their meanings
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Marketing Communications: A Brand Narrative Approach is a mainstream, student-driven text which gives prominence to the driving force of all Marketing Communications: the
imperative of Branding. The book aims to engage students in an entertaining, informative way, setting the conceptual mechanics of Marketing Communications in a
contemporary, dynamic context. It includes key current trends such as: Brand narrative approach - Cases such as Dove, Harley-Davidson, Nike and World of War Craft feature
real-life, salient examples which are engaging for students and reflect the growth of co-authored brand ‘stories’ to help build and maintain brands by customer engagement
through meaningful dialogues. Media neutral/multi-media approach - This text has a sound exploration of online and offline synergy combining one-message delivery and multimedia exposures, through examples of companies and political campaigns using ‘non-traditional’ media to reach groups not locking into ‘normal channels’. This brand new text
features an impressive mixture of real-life brand case studies underpinned with recent academic research and market place dynamics. The format is structured into three
sections covering analysis, planning and implementation and control of Marketing Communications. Using full colour examples of brands, and student-friendly diagrams, the book
acknowledges that the modern student learns visually as well as through text.
'Butterworth-Heinemann's CIM Coursebooks have been designed to match the syllabus and learning outcomes of our new qualifications and should be useful aids in helping
students understand the complexities of marketing. The discussion and practical application of theories and concepts, with relevant examples and case studies, should help
readers make immediate use of their knowledge and skills gained from the qualifications.' Professor Keith Fletcher, Director of Education, The Chartered Institute of Marketing
'Here in Dubai, we have used the Butterworth-Heinemann Coursebooks in their various forms since the very beginning and have found them most useful as a source of
recommended reading material as well as examination preparation.' Alun Epps, CIM Centre Co-ordinator, Dubai University College, United Arab Emirates ButterworthHeinemann's official CIM Coursebooks are the definitive companions to the CIM professional marketing qualifications. The only study materials to be endorsed by The Chartered
Institute of Marketing (CIM), all content is carefully structured to match the syllabus and is written in collaboration with the CIM faculty. Now in full colour and a new student
friendly format, key information is easy to locate on each page. Each chapter is packed full of case studies, study tips and activities to test your learning and understanding as
you go along. .The coursebooks are the only study guide reviewed and approved by CIM (The Chartered Institute of Marketing). .Each book is crammed with a range of learning
objectives, cases, questions, activities, definitions, study tips and summaries to support and test your understanding of the theory. .Past examination papers and examiners'
reports are available online to enable you to practise what has been learned and help prepare for the exam and pass first time. .Extensive online materials support students and
tutors at every stage. Based on an understanding of student and tutor needs gained in extensive research, brand new online materials have been designed specifically for CIM
students and created exclusively for Butterworth-Heinemann. Check out exam dates on the Online Calendar, see syllabus links for each course, and access extra mini case
studies to cement your understanding. Explore marketingonline.co.uk and access online versions of the coursebooks and further reading from Elsevier and ButterworthHeinemann. INTERACTIVE, FLEXIBLE, ACCESSIBLE ANY TIME, ANY PLACE www.marketingonline.co.uk * Written specially for the Marketing Management in Practice
module by the Senior Examiner * The only coursebook fully endorsed by CIM * Contains past examination papers and examiners' reports to enable you to practise what has been
learned and help prepare for the exam
Marketing Management and Communications in the Public SectorRoutledge
Designed specifically with revision in mind, the CIM Revision Cards provide concise, yet fundamental information to assist students in passing the CIM exams as easily as
possible. A clear, carefully structured layout aids the learning process and ensures the key points are covered in a succinct and accessible manner. The compact, spiral bound
format enables the cards to be carried around easily, the content therefore always being on hand, making them invaluable resources no matter where you are. Features such as
diagrams and bulleted lists are used throughout to ensure the key points are displayed as clearly and concisely as possible. Each section begins with a list of learning outcomes
and ends with hints and tips, thereby ensuring the content is broken down into manageable concepts and can be easily addressed and memorised. * Written specifically for
revision purposes therefore only featuring the key concepts that need to be learned * Carefully designed to enable points to be easily extracted and memorised without clouding
them in additional information * Accompanies the CIM Coursebook and MarketingOnline website to provide a complete suite of products to support the CIM qualifications
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